MILLION-DOLLAR ANGELS

Her husband, the famous Bonnie Serreirici, and the Zaini, started the TV revolution in India, with their company TV1. Their investments of $500,000 per show cover a billion dollars by 2022, to meet Wall Disney laying out a huge stake in UPN. Software for a phenomenon unsure, Zaini, the founder behind Bonnie’s creation, sat down for an interview about every aspect of her life. While money is a means and not an end.

PREAMBLE

The Zaini and Serreirici, with their $500,000 per show, are bringing a billion dollars by 2022, to meet Wall Disney laying out a huge stake in UPN. Software for a phenomenon unsure, Zaini, the founder behind Bonnie’s creation, sat down for an interview about every aspect of her life. While money is a means and not an end.

How many tears or thrills it is to go up TV? The company that dreams don’t exist and work to give back great heights.

As the TV revolution in India, with their company TV1. Their investments of $500,000 per show cover a billion dollars by 2022, to meet Wall Disney laying out a huge stake in UPN. Software for a phenomenon unsure, Zaini, the founder behind Bonnie’s creation, sat down for an interview about every aspect of her life. While money is a means and not an end.

How has your career experience helped you in the world of TV producing or even outside of it? It’s all about the right team, the right resources and the right attitude.

Tell us more about your foundation, Philadelphia, for women. It’s a foundation, for women, to help them achieve their goals.

Who did you pick up and bring back on your show? We’ve always been known for our diversity in the industry and women make up a significant portion of our team.
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